
TUNE YOUR GUITAR! BRIGHTEN A PARTY!
Quartz -Accurate Guitar Tuner
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Built -In In/Out Battery
Mike Jacks Check

Tune perfectly, even in noisy sur-
roundings or during sessions.
Plug in electric guitar or bass and
tune while watching zero -center
meter. Built-in mike for acoustic
guitars. Accurate to ± 5 Hz.11/4 x
21/8x 578". Requires 2995
9V battery. 63-670

High -Intensity
Strobe Light
 Add Some Real

Pizzazz to Your
Next Party

Switch on this wide-angle strobe and vary its flash rate
to see people "freeze" or move in slow-motion. Pol-
ished reflector in a walnut -vinyl enclosure. 3495
772x 772x UL listed AC. 42-3009

Revolving
Red Light

 Livens Up Any
Get -Together

Reflector revolves to cast a spray of brilliant red search
beams on walls, furnishings and ceiling. This party
light is 7" high and like the ones you see in 3195
many dance clubs. UL listed AC. 42-3040

Multicolor
Light Show

 Entertaining
Visual Effect

Great mood effect with music or by itself! Faceted en-
closure casts an array of colors about the room, floor
and ceiling. 7" high. For attention -getting dis- 1395
plays or parties. UL listed AC. 42-3018

Colorful Electronic
Kaleidoscope

 Reacts to Music and Voice to
Form Countless Light Patterns

 Intensity Control Provides Infinite
Variety of Rhythmic Designs

NEWBrings a dazzling visual
81 dimension to sound-

transforms music and voices into kalei-
doscopic patterns of brilliant color. Plug
in and speak or play music. A row of 20
red and yellow LEDs on a spinning axis
lights up in sequence to different sounds.
Intensity control provides endless combi-
nations of geometric shapes. Built-in
mike. 97/8 x 95/8" display. UL 7995
ted AC. 42-3039

Illuma-Storm°
Light Display

 Sculpture With Action-Responds
To Music, Voice and Touch

 High -Energy Visual Effect With
Variable Intensity and Focus

A high-energy field causes constant pat-
terns of colorful lightning bolts. The swir-
ling plasma effects change when the
glass sphere is touched. Select audio
mode and the built-in mike causes the
effect to respond to sound. In- NEW LOW
tensity and focus controls. 14" PWCE!

high. UL listed AC. Was $119.95 9995
in 1991 Catalog. 42-3035

"Chase Sequence"
Lighting System

 Ideal for Attention -Getting
Displays or Party Lighting

 Built -In Controller Lets You
Vary the Speed of the Chase

NEWFlexible 25 -foot rope con-
tains 105 bulbs that flash in

a spectacular chase routine. Excellent
for festive occasions, holiday lighting
and eye-catching store displays. Built-in
controller lets you adjust the sequence
speed. The flexible tube can be opened
for easy bulb replacement. You can bend
and shape the rope light to fit around
windows or doorways. UL listed 3995
AC. 42-3042
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